The bradykinin-forming cascade: a historical perspective.
The formation of bradykinin in plasma requires interaction of three proteins, namely coagulation factor XII (Hageman factor), prekallikrein and high-molecular-weight kininogen (HK). Prekallikrein and HK circulate as a bimolecular complex. Initiation of the cascade upon binding to negatively charged surfaces (or macromolecules) is dependent on factor XII autoactivation, conversion of prekallikrein to kallikrein, and a feedback activation of factor XII by kallikrein. The latter reaction is extremely rapid relative to factor XII autoactivation. The kallikrein then digests HK to liberate bradykinin. The natural surface appears to be vascular endothelial cells which express binding proteins for factor XII and HK, and activation can proceed along the cell surface. Recent findings demonstrate that prekallikrein has enzymatic activity separate from that of kallikrein such that it can stoichiometrically bind and cleave HK to liberate bradykinin. It is normally prevented from doing so by the plasma C1 inhibitor. Release of heat shock protein 90 (HSP-90) from endothelial cells can convert prekallikrein to kallikrein (stoichiometrically) within the prekallikrein-HK complex, even in the absence of factor XII, and the prekallikrein-HK complex can autoactivate to generate kallikrein if phosphate is the buffering ion. The effects of phosphate ion and HSP-90 are additive. Thus, an active site appears to be induced in prekallikrein by binding to HK and any of the aforementioned reactions can generate kallikrein prior to factor XII activation by autoactivation of the HK-PK complex. This brief review highlights the major discoveries made over the past 50 years which have led to our current concepts regarding the constituents and mechanisms of activation of the plasma bradykinin-forming cascade.